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Cutting

 One set of cutting instructions is given, and can be used 

for each of the two quilts. Fabrics are cut in order given 

in Materials lists. Cut strips across width of fabric, unless 

otherwise instructed. 

From Farmyard Scene, cut:

■ 5 squares, 12½" x 12½", for Onepatch squares

From Patchwork, cut:

■ 5 squares, 12½" x 12½", for Onepatch squares

■ 4 squares, 10" x 10", for border corners

From Check, cut:

■ 18 squares, 4½" x 4½", for Ninepatch blocks

From Trees/Fruits, cut:

■ 4 squares, 6½" x 6½", for Fourpatch blocks

■ 9 squares, 4½" x 4½", for Ninepatch blocks

From Chicken Stripe, cut:

■ 6 squares, 6½" x 6½", for Fourpatch blocks

From Dots, cut:

■ 14 squares, 4½" x 4½", for Ninepatch blocks

From Weathervane, cut:

■ 6 squares, 6½" x 6½", for Fourpatch blocks

From Sheep, cut:

■ 8 strips, 2½" x 40", for double-fold binding

■ 4 squares, 6½" x 6½", for Fourpatch blocks

■ 4 squares, 4½" x 4½", for Ninepatch blocks

From Farmyard Border, cut:

■ 4 strips, 10" x length of fabric for border (Selectively 

cut strips to get the portion of stripe design as shown 

in photographs.)

Finished Block Size: 12" x 12"

Finished Quilt Size: 67½" x 79½"

the two quilts.

Materials: Green Quilt

⅞ yd. White Farmyard Scene (1HD1) for blocks

1¼ yds. Brights Patchwork (3HD1) for blocks and 

border corners

⅝ yd. Red Check (8HD1) for blocks

½ yd. Green Trees/Fruits (5HD3) for blocks

⅓ yd. Blue/White Chicken Stripe (4HD3) for blocks

⅜ yd. Blue Dots (6HD3) for blocks

⅓ yd. Red Weathervane (7HD3) for blocks

1⅛ yds. Green Sheep (9HD3) for blocks and 

binding

1⅞ yds. White Farmyard Border (2HD1) for border

5¼ yds. for backing

Materials: Pink Quilt

⅞ yd. Cream Farmyard Scene (1HD2) for blocks

1¼ yds. Cream Patchwork (3HD2) for blocks and 

border corners

⅝ yd. Blue Check (8HD4) for blocks

½ yd. Pink Trees/Fruits (5HD4) for blocks

⅓ yd. Blue/Cream Chicken Stripe (4HD2) for blocks

⅜ yd. Pink Dots (6HD4) for blocks

⅓ yd. Blue/Cream Weathervane (7HD2) for blocks

1⅛ yds. Pink Sheep (9HD4) for blocks and binding

1⅞ yds. Cream Farmyard Border (2HD2) for border

5¼ yds. for backing
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Assembly

both quilts. Refer to photographs for fabric placement.

1. Using two 6½" squares of one print, and two 6½" 

squares of a second print, assemble a Fourpatch block 

as shown. Repeat to make a total of 5 blocks.

2. Using ;ve 4½" squares of one print, and four 4½" 

squares of a second print, assemble a Ninepatch block 

as shown. Repeat to make a total of 5 blocks.

3. Using 10 assorted-print 12½" Onepatch squares, 

5 Fourpatch blocks from Step 1, and 5 Ninepatch 

blocks from Step 2, assemble 5 rows of 4 blocks each 

as shown.

Make 5.

Make 5.

4. Sew rows together as shown in the Quilt Assembly 

Diagram below. Press seams in one direction.

Borders

1. Measure width of quilt top through center. Trim 2 of 

the Farmyard Border strips to this measurement. Sew 

a Patchwork 10" square to each end of both strips as 

shown in the Quilt Assembly Diagram. Press seams 

toward strips. Set border strips aside.

2. Measure length of quilt top through center. 

Trim remaining 2 Farmyard Border strips to this 

measurement, and sew to sides of quilt. Press seams 

toward borders.

3. Sew border strips, made in Step 1, to top and bottom 

of quilt. Press seams toward borders.

Finishing

 Layer quilt top, batting, and backing. Quilt as desired. 

Bind. Don’t forget to sign and date your ;nished quilt.

Quilt Assembly Diagram
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